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(54) ADJUSTMENT ASSEMBLY FOR A PRESS APPARATUS

(57) A variable crimp machine includes an actuator
adjustment assembly including a dial that rotates about
an actuation axis and a barrel positioned along the actu-
ation axis within the dial. The barrel includes a first set
of axially spaced markings corresponding to a first hose
and a second set of axially spaced markings correspond
to a second hose. The dial includes a first set of circum-
ferentially spaced markings corresponding to the first
hose and a second set of circumferentially spaced mark-
ings corresponding to the second hose. The first set of
circumferentially spaced markings are used in concert
with the first set of axially spaced markings to adjust an
actuator for use with the first hose, and the second set
of circumferentially spaced markings are used in concert
with the second set of axially spaced markings to adjust
the actuator for use with the second hose.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to a
press-type machine apparatus, and more specifically, to
an actuator adjustment assembly for a variable crimp ma-
chine.
[0002] Press-type machines are used for many differ-
ent purposes in industry. Press-type machines can apply
significant amounts of force, via a power supply, such as
an air/hydraulic pump, an electrical pump, and a hand
pump, to work pieces and to manipulate the work piece
in a given way. At least some known press-type machines
include crimp machines that facilitate joining a fitting as-
sembly to a hose. Given the wide variety of sized and
shaped fitting assemblies and hoses, adjustment of the
crimp machines to match the various hose types facili-
tates ease of use and efficiency of the machine.

SUMMARY

[0003] Aspects of the present disclosure relate to a var-
iable crimp machine for crimping fittings on hoses. The
variable crimp machine includes a first frame including
an upper actuator mount and a lower crimp ring. An ac-
tuator that mounts at the upper actuator mount, the ac-
tuator including a driven component that reciprocates lin-
early along an actuation axis which extends between the
upper actuator mount and the lower crimp ring, the driven
component including a lower end positioned below the
upper actuator mount. A second frame that attaches to
the lower end of the driven component, the second frame
defining a crimp die set mounting location. An actuator
adjustment assembly including a dial that rotates about
the actuation axis, the actuator adjustment assembly also
including a barrel positioned along the actuation axis
within the dial, the dial being configured to move axially
relative to the barrel along the actuation axis as the dial
is rotated about the actuation axis. The actuator adjust-
ment assembly also includes the barrel including a first
set of axially spaced-apart hose size markings corre-
sponding to a first type of hose and a second set of axially
spaced-apart hose size markings correspond to a second
type of hose. The dial includes a first set of circumferen-
tially spaced-apart hose size markings corresponding to
the first type of hose and a second set of circumferentially
spaced-apart hose size markings corresponding to the
second type of hose. The first set of circumferentially
spaced-apart hose size markings are used in concert with
the first set of axially spaced-apart hose size markings
to adjust the actuator for use with the first type of hose,
and the second set of circumferentially spaced-apart
hose size markings are used in concert with the second
set of axially spaced-apart hose size markings to adjust
the actuator for use with the second type of hose.
[0004] Another aspect of the present disclosure relates
to the first set of circumferentially spaced-apart hose size

markings coded with respect to the first set of axially
spaced-apart hose size markings, and the second set of
circumferentially spaced-apart hose size markings cod-
ed with respect to the second set of axially spaced-apart
hose size markings.
[0005] Another aspect of the present disclosure relates
to the first set of circumferentially spaced-apart hose size
markings color coded with respect to the first set of axially
spaced-apart hose size markings, and the second set of
circumferentially spaced-apart hose size markings color
coded with respect to the second set of axially spaced-
apart hose size markings.
[0006] Still another aspect of the present disclosure
relates to a generic set of measurement scale markings
spaced circumferentially on the dial and a corresponding
generic set of measurement scale markings spaced ax-
ially on the barrel, and the generic set of measurement
scale markings being interspersed with the first set of
circumferentially spaced-apart hose size markings and
the second set of circumferentially spaced-apart hose
size markings.
[0007] Another aspect of the present disclosure relates
to a plurality of crimp die sets that can be mounted at the
crimp die set mounting locations, the crimp die sets cor-
respond to different hose sizes, and a set of crimp die
set markings, the crimp die set markings relating crimp
die sets to hose sizes.
[0008] Another aspect of the present disclosure relates
to the first set of circumferentially spaced-apart hose size
markings that are coded with respect to the first set of
axially spaced-apart hose size markings and to the crimp
die set markings, and the second set of circumferentially
spaced-apart hose size markings that are coded with re-
spect to the second set of axially spaced-apart hose size
markings and to the crimp die set markings.
[0009] Still another aspect of the present disclosure
relates to a set of crimp die set markings, the crimp die
set markings relating crimp die sets to hose sizes and to
fitting assemblies.
[0010] Another aspect of the present disclosure relates
to the first and second sets of axially spaced-apart hose
size markings being circumferentially offset from one an-
other, and the barrel can be rotated about the actuation
axis to selectively face either the first or second set of
axially spaced-apart hose size markings at a front side
of the variable crimp machine.
[0011] Another aspect of the present disclosure relates
to the dial being threadably coupled to the driven com-
ponent so as to drive axial movement of the dial when
rotated about the actuation axis.
[0012] Still another aspect of the present disclosure
relates to the dial including an oblique section proximate
an upper end, the first set of circumferentially spaced-
apart hose size markings and the second side of circum-
ferentially spaced-apart hose size markings interspersed
on the oblique section.
[0013] Another aspect of the present disclosure relates
to the barrel being rotatable about the actuation axis, and
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the dial is rotatable in relation to both the driven compo-
nent and the barrel.
[0014] Another aspect of the present disclosure relates
to a pinch point hat coupled to the second frame and at
least partially surrounding the dial thereby restricting ac-
cess to a lower end of the dial.

DRAWINGS

[0015]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a press apparatus
having exemplary features of aspects in accordance
with the principles of the present disclosure.

FIG. 2 is a front view of the press apparatus shown
in FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is an exploded view of the press apparatus
shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 4 is a side view of an exemplary driven compo-
nent that may be used with the press apparatus
shown in FIGS. 1-3.

FIG. 5 is a top view of an exemplary barrel that may
be used with the press apparatus shown in FIGS.
1-3.

FIG. 6 is a cross-section view of the barrel shown in
FIG. 5 taken on line 6-6.

FIG. 7 is a cross-section view of an exemplary ad-
justable dial that may be used with the press appa-
ratus shown in FIGS. 1-3.

FIG. 8 is an exploded view of an exemplary hose
assembly that may be used with the press apparatus
shown in FIGS. 1-3.

FIG. 9 is a top view of an exemplary die assembly
that may be used with the press apparatus shown in
FIGS. 1-3.

FIG. 10 is a side view of the die assembly shown in
FIG. 9 taken on line 10-10.

FIG. 11 is a detail view of an exemplary actuator
adjustment assembly that may be used with the
press apparatus shown in FIGS. 1-3 in a first position.

FIG. 12 is a detail view of the actuator adjustment
assembly shown in FIG. 11 in a second position.

FIG. 13 is a detail view of the actuator adjustment
assembly shown in FIG. 11 in a third position.

FIG. 14 is a detail view of the actuator adjustment

assembly shown in FIG. 11 in a forth position.

FIG. 15 is a detail view of an exemplary set of crimp
die set markings that may be used with the actuator
adjustment assembly shown in FIGS. 11-14.

FIG. 16 is an exploded view of the press apparatus
shown in FIGS. 1-3 including an exemplary bench
mount.

FIG. 17 is an exploded view of the press apparatus
shown in FIGS. 1-3 including an exemplary wall
mount.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0016] Reference will now be made in detail to the ex-
emplary aspects of the present disclosure that are illus-
trated in the accompanying drawings. Wherever possi-
ble, the same reference numbers will be used throughout
the drawings to refer to the same or like structure.
[0017] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an exemplary
press apparatus 100. FIG. 2 is a front view of the press
apparatus 100. FIG. 3 is an exploded view of the press
apparatus 100. In the exemplary embodiment, the press
apparatus 100 is a variable crimping machine that facil-
itates joining a fitting assembly 202 (shown in FIG. 8) to
a hose 204 (shown in FIG. 8).
[0018] Referring to FIGS. 1-3, the press apparatus 100
includes a first frame 102, one example of the first frame
102 may be a crimp ring weldment, which extends along
a longitudinal or actuation axis 104. The first frame 102
includes a crimp ring 106 having a first surface 108 and
an axially opposite second surface 110. A central bore
112 is defined within the crimp ring 106 and has an an-
nular inner surface 114. The annular inner surface 114
is tapered so that an inner diameter of the inner surface
114 at the first surface 108 is greater than an inner di-
ameter of the inner surface 114 at the second surface
110. The central bore 112 is adapted to receive a die
assembly 300 (shown in FIGS. 9 and 10).
[0019] The first frame 102 also includes an actuator
mount 116 opposite the crimp ring 106. The actuator
mount 116 is coupled to the crimp ring 106 via a plurality
of axially extending side straps 118. A bore 120 is defined
within the actuator mount 116 and is adapted to receive
and support an actuator 122, for example, via a threaded
mounting collar 124.
[0020] The press apparatus 100 also includes a press
assembly 126 coupled to the first frame 102 and disposed
at least partially therein. The press assembly 126 in-
cludes the actuator 122, an actuator adjustment assem-
bly 128, and a second frame 130. One example of the
second frame 130 may be a pusher formed as a casting
or a machined piece. The actuator 122 includes a driven
component 132 that reciprocates linearly 133 along the
actuation axis 104, which extends between the actuator
mount 116 and the crimp ring 106, between an extended
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position and a retracted position. The driven component
132 includes a first end 134 that is at least partially dis-
posed within the actuator 122 and a second end 136
opposite the first end 134 and positioned between the
actuator mount 116 and the crimp ring 106. The driven
component second end 136 is coupled to a first end 138
of the second frame 130 via at least one pin 140. The
second frame 130 also includes a second end 142 op-
posite the first end 138 that defines a mounting location
for die assembly 300. In the exemplary embodiment, the
actuator 122 and driven component 132 may be a cylin-
der and a piston that is driven by, for example, but not
limited to, a hand pump, an air/hydraulic power unit, a
hydraulic power source, or an electric power source. In
alternative embodiments, the actuator 122 and driven
component 132 may be any other linear movement as-
sembly that enables the press apparatus 100 to function
as described herein.
[0021] The actuator adjustment assembly 128 in-
cludes a barrel 144, an adjustable knob or dial 146, and
a pinch point hat 148. The barrel 144 is an annular cyl-
inder that is rotatably coupled around the driven compo-
nent 132. For example, the barrel 144 is rotatably coupled
to the driven component 132 via a ball nose spring plung-
er (not shown). The barrel 144 is positioned on the driven
component 132 such that the barrel 144 is restricted from
axial movement along the actuation axis 104, but is ro-
tatable about the actuation axis 104. The adjustable dial
146 is an annular cylinder with an annular frustoconical
nose that is rotatably coupled around the driven compo-
nent 132 and the barrel 144. For example, the dial 146
is threaded to the driven component 132 and surrounds
the barrel 144. The dial 146 is positioned on the driven
component 132 such that the dial 146 may axially move
along the actuation axis 104. The dial 146 is also rotatable
about the actuation axis 104 in relation to both the driven
component 132 and the barrel 144. The pinch point hat
148 is an annular cylinder with flanges extending from
one end. The pinch point hat 148 is coupled to the first
end 138 of the second frame 130 and receives at least
part of the driven component 132 and adjustable dial 146
therethrough. The driven component 132 may move ax-
ially and the adjustable dial 146 may move axially and
rotationally in relation to the pinch point hat 148.
[0022] In operation, to join the fitting assembly 202 to
the hose 204, the die assembly 300 is coupled to the
second frame 130. The actuator adjustment assembly
128 is adjusted for the hose size and type to define an
extension length of the driven component 132 along the
actuation axis 104 towards the crimp ring 106. The fitting
assembly 202 and the hose 204 are positioned within the
crimp ring 106. The driven component 132 may be actu-
ated by the actuator 122 to move from a retracted position
(shown in FIGS. 1 and 2) to an extension position (not
shown) thereby actuating the die assembly 300 into a
crimp position and crimp the fitting assembly 202 to the
hose 204. The driven component 132 is then moved back
into the retracted position to restart the crimping process.

[0023] FIG. 4 is a side view of an exemplary driven
component 132 that may be used with the press appa-
ratus 100 (shown in FIGS. 1-3). The driven component
132 includes a body 150 that extends from the first end
134 to the second end 136 along the actuation axis 104.
The body 150 is cylindrical and in a stepped arrangement
from the first end 134 to the second end 136. The first
end 134 is actuatable by the actuator 122 (shown in FIGS.
1-3) so as to move the body 150 along the actuation axis
104. The first end 134 may include a recess 152 defined
therein to facilitate actuation of the body 150 by the ac-
tuator 122.
[0024] The second end 136 of the driven component
132 includes a threaded section 154 and a pair of open-
ings 156 defined therethrough. The threaded section 154
extends for a length along the actuation axis 104 and
receives corresponding threads of the adjustable dial
146. The openings 156 extend for a length along the ac-
tuation axis 104 and receives pin 140 (shown in FIG. 3)
to facilitate coupling the driven component 132 to the
second frame 130. As the openings 156 extend axially
along the actuation axis 104, the second frame 130 may
be axially moveable along this same length to facilitate
the rotation and axial movement of the adjustable dial
146 as described in further detail below. Adjacent the
threaded section 154, the second end 136 also includes
a barrel section 158. In the exemplary embodiment, the
threaded section 154 has a substantially similar outside
diameter to the barrel section 158. The barrel section 158
receives the barrel 144 and includes at least one recess
160 defined therein for the corresponding ball nose
spring plunger to rotatably couple the barrel 144 to the
second end 136.
[0025] FIGS. 5 and 6 are top and cross-section views
of an exemplary barrel 144 that may be used with the
press apparatus 100 (shown in FIGS. 1-3). The barrel
144 includes an annular cylinder body 162 extending
along the actuation axis 104. The body 162 defines a
central opening 164 therethrough that receives the barrel
section 158 of the driven component 132 (shown in FIG.
4). The body 162 also defines a plurality of radial open-
ings 166 and a plurality of recesses 168 defined in an
inner circumferential surface 170 of the body 162 that
extend between each opening 166. The barrel 144 is
rotatably coupled around the driven component 132 and
is rotatable about the actuation axis 104 independent
from the adjustable dial 146. The ball nose spring plunger
may be received within the radial openings 166 to rotat-
ably secure the barrel 144 in relation to the driven com-
ponent 132. The ball nose spring plunger also facilitates
the barrel 144 rotating in relation to the driven component
132 by sliding within the recess 168. The body 162 also
includes an outer circumferential surface 172 on which
are located a plurality of axially spaced-apart hose size
markings that correspond to hose types and which are
described in further detail below.
[0026] FIG. 7 is a cross-section view of an exemplary
adjustable dial 146 that may be used with the press ap-
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paratus 100 (shown in FIGS. 1-3). The dial 146 includes
an annular cylinder body 174 extending along the actu-
ation axis 104. The body 162 defines a central opening
176 therethrough that receives at least a portion of the
second end 136 of the driven component 132 and the
barrel 144 (shown in FIGS. 4-6). The central opening 176
includes a first opening section 178 disposed at a first
end 180 of the body. The first opening 178 receives at
least a portion of the barrel 144 and the driven component
132 such that the adjustable dial 146 is rotatable with
respect to the barrel 144 and the driven component 132.
The first end 180 includes an oblique section 182 such
that the first end 180 is annularly frustoconical. The ob-
lique section 182 includes a plurality of circumferentially
spaced-apart hose size markings that correspond to
hose types and which are described in further detail be-
low.
[0027] The central opening 176 also includes a second
opening section 184 disposed as a second end 186 of
the body 174. An inner circumferential surface 188 of the
body 174 at the second opening 184 includes threads
190 such that the adjustable dial 146 is threaded onto
and coupled to the threaded section 154 of the driven
component 132. As such, the adjustable dial 146 is ro-
tatable with respect to the driven component 132 and is
moveable axially with respect to the driven component
132 along the actuation axis 104.
[0028] FIG. 8 is an exploded view of an exemplary hose
assembly 200 that may be used with the press apparatus
100 (shown in FIGS. 1-3). The hose assembly 200 in-
cludes the fitting assembly 202 and the hose 204. The
fitting assembly 202 includes a first end 206 and an op-
posite second end 208. The second end 208 includes a
nipple 210 and a socket 212 disposed at least partially
around the nipple 210.
[0029] To join the fitting assembly 202 to the hose 204,
a first end 214 of the hose 204 may be inserted around
the nipple 210 and within the socket 212. The press ap-
paratus 100 may then be utilized to crimp the fitting as-
sembly 202 and secure the fitting assembly 202 to the
hose 204 via the die assembly 300 (shown in FIGS. 9
and 10) as described in further detail below. Generally,
the hose 204 may be identified with a part number and
a diameter reference number. Similarly, the fitting as-
sembly 202 is identified with a part number such that the
fitting assembly is coded to, and matched to the corre-
sponding hose type and size.
[0030] FIG. 9 is a top view of an exemplary die assem-
bly 300 that may be used with the press apparatus 100
(shown in FIGS. 1-3). FIG. 10 is a side view of the die
assembly 300 taken on line 10-10. Referring to FIGS. 9
and 10, the die assembly 300, also known as a crimp die
set and identifiable via a part number, includes a die cage
302 and a plurality of dies 304. The die cage 302 includes
a first plate 306 and a second plate 308, and each of the
first and second plates 306, 308 defines a central opening
310. The first plate 306 is disposed at an offset relative
to the second plate 308 via a plurality of fasteners 312.

Each die 304 includes a first radial end 314 and an op-
posite second radial end 316. The first radial end 314
includes a crimp surface 318 having an arcuate shape.
The second radial end 316 includes an actuation surface
320 having a tapered shape.
[0031] The dies 304 are circumferentially spaced
about the longitudinal axis 104 between the first and sec-
ond plates 306, 308. The dies 304 are adapted to selec-
tively reciprocate in the die cage 302 between a retracted
position and a crimp position. In the retracted position,
the first radial ends 314 of the dies 304 extend into the
central opening 310 of the first and second plates 306,
308, while the second radial ends 316 extend beyond an
outer diameter of each of the first and second plates 306,
308. In the retracted positon, the dies 304 define a center
opening 322 that is adapted to receive the socket 212 of
the hose assembly 200 (shown in FIG. 8).
[0032] In the crimp position, the first radial ends 314
of the dies 304 move radially inward into the central open-
ing 310 of the first and second plates 306, 308. In the
crimp position, the center opening 322 defined by the
dies 304 has a circumference that is smaller than the
circumference of the center opening 322 in the retracted
position. In the exemplary embodiment, actuation of the
die assembly 300 between the retracted position and the
crimp position is induced by actual extension of the driven
component 132 as discussed in further detail below.
[0033] FIG. 11 is a detail view of an exemplary actuator
adjustment assembly 128 that may be used with the
press apparatus 100 (shown in FIGS. 1-3) in a first po-
sition 400. FIG. 12 is a detail view of the actuator adjust-
ment assembly 128 in a second position 402. FIG. 13 is
a detail view of the actuator adjustment assembly 128 in
a third position 404. FIG. 14 is a detail view of the adjust-
ment assembly shown 128 in a forth position 406. FIG.
15 is a detail view of an exemplary set of crimp die set
markings 408 that may be used with the actuator adjust-
ment assembly 128 (shown in FIGS. 11-14). In operation,
the press apparatus 100 may be variably adjusted, via
the actuator adjustment assembly 128, such that the ex-
tension length of the driven component 132 is axially ad-
justed to desirably crimp the fitting assembly 202 to the
hose 204 and increase a formation of a fitted connection
joint while reducing undesirable over- and/or under-
crimping.
[0034] More specifically, and referring to FIGS. 1-15,
in operation, the hose 204 includes a hose type 410 that
is identifiable with a part number and size reference. For
example, the hose type 410 may be identifiable as
GH493-16 (e.g., part number - hose size diameter in 16th

of an inch). With the hose type 410 known, the fitting
assembly 202 and die assembly 300 may be determined
via the crimp die set markings 408 (shown in FIG. 15).
The crimp die set markings 408 may be located on the
press apparatus 100 for ease of use or may be located
in an operator manual. In the crimp die set markings 408
the hose type 410 is located in the first column, the fitting
assembly 202 is in the second column, and the die as-
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sembly 300 is in the third column. As such, knowing the
hose type 410, the fitting assembly 202 and the die as-
sembly 300 may be determined via an easy to use look-
up table. For example, a GH493-16 hose type 410 re-
quires a 4S fitting assembly 202 and a M420 die assem-
bly 300. Once the fitting assembly 202 and die assembly
300 are determined the identified parts may be retrieved
for use with the press apparatus 100. For example, the
first plate 306 of the required die assembly 300 is remov-
ably coupled to the second end 142 of the second frame
130 via a set of pins, and the nipple 210 of the fitting
assembly 202 may be inserted within the hose 204 in
preparation for the crimping process.
[0035] The crimp die set markings 408 may be visually
arranged in groups according to hose type 410. For ex-
ample, the crimp die set markings 408 illustrated in FIG.
15 are separated into three groups of hose identification
numbers, GH681, GH781, and GH493, respectively.
Each hose identification number is then ordered in a list
of increasing diameter sizes. This facilitates a quick look
up of the hose type identifiers and a determination of the
required fitting assembly 202 and die assembly 300
parts. Additionally, the three groups may be color coded
to further facilitate visual distinction of the hose type
groups. For example, hose identification number GH681
may be colored as white, GH781 may be colored as
green, and GH493 may be colored in orange. In the ex-
emplary embodiment, three hose identification numbers
are depicted and color coded, however, any other hose
type identifiers, groups, colors, and visual indicators,
such as numbers, letter, and/or symbols, may be used
to facilitate a determination of the fitting assembly 202
and the die assembly 300 as described herein. Addition-
ally, in alternative embodiments, the crimp die set mark-
ings 408 as a table look-up may include reference to any
other component and/or part for use with the press as-
sembly 100.
[0036] Once the required die assembly 300 is coupled
to the second frame 130, the press assembly 126 may
be adjusted to accommodate the hose type (GH493-16),
the fitting assembly (4S), and the die assembly (M420)
such that a desired crimp joint is formed. The driven com-
ponent 132 is linearly actuatable between a retracted po-
sition and an extended crimping position along the actu-
ation axis 104. The further the second end 136 axially
extends toward the crimp ring 106 the further the dies
304 are radially displaced in the crimp position forming
the crimp. If the dies 304 are not displaced enough, the
fitting assembly 202 may be under-crimped and if the
dies 304 are displaced too much, the fitting assembly
202 may be over-crimped, both of which are undesirable
for the joint. Additionally, the axial depth of the die as-
sembly 300 may vary and will need to be accounted for.
As such, the actuator adjustment assembly 128 may be
used to adjust the extension length of the second end
136 while in the extended position.
[0037] To set the actuator adjustment assembly 128,
the barrel 144 is selectively rotated about the driven com-

ponent 132 until the hose type 410 is positioned at a front
side of the press apparatus 100. In the exemplary em-
bodiment, the barrel 144 is divided into four radial sec-
tions on the outer circumferential surface 172 and each
corresponding to the hose type 410, such as GH493 (FIG.
11, position 400), GH781 (FIG. 12, position 402), and
GH681 (FIG. 13, position 404). For example, to crimp a
GH493 hose, the barrel 144 is selectively rotated in po-
sition 400 (shown in FIG. 11). Each radial section of the
barrel 144 also includes a set of axially spaced-apart
hose size markings 412, corresponding to the hose type
410 and positioned adjacent thereto. The axially spaced-
apart hose size markings 412 facilitate in the positioning
of the adjustable dial 146 and setting the axial extension
length of the driven component 132. Each set of axially
spaced-apart size marking 412 are coded to correspond
to the die assembly 300 that may be used therewith. Sim-
ilar to the crimp die set markings 408, the axially spaced-
apart hose size marking 412 may be color coded (white,
green, and orange) to match the hose type 410 set forth
in the crimp die set markings 408 and facilitate ease of
use. Additionally, the barrel 144 may include a radial sec-
tion with a generic set of axially spaced-apart measure-
ment scale markings 414 in the position 406 (shown in
FIG. 14) for use with other hose types. In alternative em-
bodiments the axially spaced-apart hose size markings
412 and/or generic axially spaced-apart measurement
scale marking 412 may use any other identifies, colors,
or other visual indicators, such as numbers, letter, and/or
symbols, to facilitate use of the press apparatus 100.
[0038] Once the barrel 144 is selectively rotated into a
position that corresponds to the desired hose type 410,
the adjustable dial 146 may be selectively rotated about
the actuation axis 104 to adjust the axial extension length
of the driven component 132 for use. The adjustable dial
146 includes a plurality of circumferentially spaced-apart
hose size markings 416 sets positioned on the oblique
section 182. Each set of circumferentially spaced-apart
hose size marking 416 corresponds to the hose type 410
and are coded to correspond to the die assembly 300
that may be used. Similar to the crimp die set markings
408, each set of the circumferentially spaced-apart hose
size markings 416 may be color coded (white, green, and
orange) to match the hose type 410 set forth in the crimp
die set markings 408 and the barrel 144 to facilitate ease
of use. Additionally, the adjustable dial 146 may include
a set of generic circumferentially spaced-apart hose size
markings 418 (shown in FIG. 14) for use with other hose
types. In alternative embodiments the circumferentially
spaced-apart hose size markings 416 and/or generic cir-
cumferentially spaced-apart hose size marking 418 may
use any other identifies, colors, or other visual indicators,
such as numbers, letter, and/or symbols, to facilitate use
of the press apparatus 100.
[0039] To set the actuator adjustment assembly 128
for using the press apparatus 100, the hose size in each
of the axially spaced-apart hose size markings 412 on
the barrel 144 is selectively matched in a cross-hair ar-
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rangement to a corresponding circumferentially spaced-
apart hose size marking 416 on the adjustable dial 146,
for the known hose type 410. For example, a hose type
GH493-16 is positioned at 400 (FIG. 11) and the diameter
(-16) is matched on both the barrel 144 via the corre-
sponding axially spaced-apart hose size markings 412
and the adjustable dial 146 via the corresponding circum-
ferentially spaced-apart hose size markings 416. Selec-
tively rotating the adjustable dial 146 about the actuation
axis 104, axially positions the adjustable dial 146 along
the driven component 132 via the threaded connection.
As the adjustable dial 146 moves axially towards the first
end 134 of the driven component 132 the actuation length
of the second end 136 increases and as the adjustable
dial 146 moves axially away from the first end 134 the
actuation length of the second end 136 decreases. When
the driven component 132 is actuated and moves axially
towards the crimp ring 106 towards its extended position,
the second end 186 of the adjustable dial 146 contacts
the first end 138 of the second frame 130 to set the ac-
tuation length of the driven component 132. As such, a
pinch point location may be formed between the second
frame 130 and the adjustable dial 146, and the pinch
point hat 148 is positioned about the adjustable dial 146
to restrict access to this location.
[0040] Once the press apparatus 100 is set for use,
the hose assembly 200 may be inserted within the central
bore 112 of the crimp ring 106. The press assembly 126
may be actuated such that the driven component 132 is
actuated by the actuator 122 and axially moves towards
the crimp ring 106. As the driven component 132 is ac-
tuated, the center opening 322 of the die assembly 300
receives the hose assembly 200 and the dies 304 are
radially displaced by slidingly engaging with the central
bore inner surface 114 to crimp the fitting assembly 202
to the hose 204 and join the two components. This proc-
ess may be repeated and the actuator adjustment as-
sembly 128 adjusted for varying hose types.
[0041] As the driven component 132 is moved to the
retracted position, the second frame 130 slides, via the
elongated openings 156, towards the second end 136.
This movement enables the actuator adjustment assem-
bly 128 to be rotatable about the driven component 132
and the extension length to be set. Once the actuator
adjustment assembly 128 is set and the driven compo-
nent 132 is moved into the extension position, the second
frame 130 may slide within the openings 156 towards the
first end 134 until pressure can be applied via the actuator
122 to facilitate the crimping process. The driven com-
ponent 132 continues to be moved into the extension
position until stopped by the adjustable dial 146 position.
[0042] FIG. 16 is an exploded view of the press appa-
ratus 100 shown in FIGS. 1-3 including an exemplary
bench mount 500. The press apparatus 100 may be ro-
tatably coupled to the bench mount 500 such that the
press apparatus 100 may be positionable, with the crimp
ring 106 exposed, to facilitate inserting the fitting assem-
bly 202 and hose 204 therethrough. The bench mount

500 may be securable to a flat surface (not shown) for
using the press apparatus 100. The press apparatus 100
also includes a housing 502 that is coupled thereto for
protecting the actuator 122 (shown in FIGS. 1-3). FIG.
17 is an exploded view of the press apparatus 100 shown
in FIGS. 1-3 including an exemplary wall mount 504. The
press apparatus 100 may be coupled to the wall mount
504 such that the press apparatus is securable to a wall
(not shown) for using the press apparatus 100.
[0043] The actuation adjustment assembly described
herein enables the press apparatus to be used for a plu-
rality of hose types and diameters without the need to
reference additional manuals or reference sources. As
such, the embodiments described herein provide an eco-
nomical and efficient press apparatus. Additionally, the
actuation adjustment assembly includes two main mov-
ing parts thereby increasing durability and ease of use
in the field.
[0044] Various modification and alterations of this dis-
closure will become apparent to those skilled in the art
without departing from the scope and spirit of this disclo-
sure, and it should be understood that the scope of this
disclosure is not to be unduly limited to the illustrative
embodiments set forth herein.

Claims

1. A variable crimp machine for crimping fittings on hos-
es, the variable crimp machine comprising:

a first frame including an upper actuator mount
and a lower crimp ring;
an actuator that mounts at the upper actuator
mount, the actuator including a driven compo-
nent that reciprocates linearly along an actua-
tion axis which extends between the upper ac-
tuator mount and the lower crimp ring, the driven
component including a lower end positioned be-
low the upper actuator mount;
a second frame that attaches to the lower end
of the driven component, the second frame de-
fining a crimp die set mounting location;
an actuator adjustment assembly including a di-
al that rotates about the actuation axis, the ac-
tuator adjustment assembly also including a bar-
rel positioned along the actuation axis within the
dial, the dial being configured to move axially
relative to the barrel along the actuation axis as
the dial is rotated about the actuation axis;
the barrel including a first set of axially spaced-
apart hose size markings corresponding to a first
type of hose and a second set of axially spaced-
apart hose size markings correspond to a sec-
ond type of hose;
the dial including a first set of circumferentially
spaced-apart hose size markings correspond-
ing to the first type of hose and a second set of
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circumferentially spaced-apart hose size mark-
ings corresponding to the second type of hose,
wherein the first set of circumferentially spaced-
apart hose size markings are used in concert
with the first set of axially spaced-apart hose size
markings to adjust the actuator for use with the
first type of hose, and wherein the second set
of circumferentially spaced-apart hose size
markings are used in concert with the second
set of axially spaced-apart hose size markings
to adjust the actuator for use with the second
type of hose.

2. The variable crimp machine of claim 1, wherein the
first set of circumferentially spaced-apart hose size
markings are coded with respect to the first set of
axially spaced-apart hose size markings, and where-
in the second set of circumferentially spaced-apart
hose size markings are coded with respect to the
second set of axially spaced-apart hose size mark-
ings.

3. The variable crimp machine of claim 1, wherein the
first set of circumferentially spaced-apart hose size
markings are color coded with respect to the first set
of axially spaced-apart hose size markings, and
wherein the second set of circumferentially spaced-
apart hose size markings are color coded with re-
spect to the second set of axially spaced-apart hose
size markings.

4. The variable crimp machine of claim 1, further com-
prising a generic set of measurement scale markings
spaced circumferentially on the dial and a corre-
sponding generic set of measurement scale mark-
ings spaced axially on the barrel.

5. The variable crimp machine of claim 4, wherein the
generic set of measurement scale markings are in-
terspersed with the first set of circumferentially
spaced-apart hose size markings and the second
set of circumferentially spaced-apart hose size
markings.

6. The variable crimp machine of claim 1, further com-
prising a plurality of crimp die sets that can be mount-
ed at the crimp die set mounting location, the crimp
die sets correspond to different hose sizes.

7. The variable crimp machine of claim 6, further com-
prising a set of crimp die set markings, the crimp die
set markings relate crimp die sets to hose sizes.

8. The variable crimp machine of claim 7, wherein the
first set of circumferentially spaced-apart hose size
markings are coded with respect to the first set of
axially spaced-apart hose size markings and to the
crimp die set markings, and wherein the second set

of circumferentially spaced-apart hose size mark-
ings are coded with respect to the second set of ax-
ially spaced-apart hose size markings and to the
crimp die set markings.

9. The variable crimp machine of claim 6, further com-
prising a set of crimp die set markings, the crimp die
set markings relate crimp die sets to hose sizes and
to fitting assemblies.

10. The variable crimp machine of claim 1, wherein the
first and second sets of axially spaced-apart hose
size markings are circumferentially offset from one
another, and wherein the barrel can be rotated about
the actuation axis to selectively face either the first
or second set of axially spaced-apart hose size mark-
ings at a front side of the variable crimp machine.

11. The variable crimp machine of claim 1, wherein the
dial is threadably coupled to the driven component
so as to drive axial movement of the dial when rotated
about the actuation axis.

12. The variable crimp machine of claim 1, wherein the
dial comprise an oblique section proximate an upper
end, the first set of circumferentially spaced-apart
hose size markings and the second side of circum-
ferentially spaced-apart hose size markings inter-
spersed on the oblique section.

13. The variable crimp machine of claim 1, wherein the
barrel is rotatable about the actuation axis.

14. The variable crimp machine of claim 13, wherein the
dial is rotatable in relation to both the driven compo-
nent and the barrel.

15. The variable crimp machine of claim 1, further com-
prising a pinch point hat coupled to the second frame
and at least partially surrounding the dial thereby re-
stricting access to a lower end of the dial.
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